TAKE THE ReadPsalm119.com MEMORIZATION CHALLENGE!!
Memorization is hard work. James 1:25 tells us that we tend toward forgetting what we
have learned in God's Word and that it takes special effort to work against that trend. While
applying the Word is the primary means for helping us to remember, we also are charged with
"hiding" God's Word in our heart. When technology fails or my Bible is taken away from me,
when I'm with a person in crisis and I'm searching for the right words to offer to encourage,
God's Word tucked into my own mind is a true blessing.
Memory fades. The mind is dynamic. Though we lose articulation after time and can't
recall word-for-word what we had memorized previously, we can trust the Holy Spirit to honor
His promise to bring the necessary Word back to us if we have bothered to put it in. The goal is
to keep God's message to us, the Word, not just "words". What you commit to the Lord will not
be in vain! God's Word will accomplish its work in us as we devote ourselves to knowing,
rehearsing, and ultimately obeying it (Isaiah 55:10-11).
Memorization is not explicitly commanded. But then we must consider what it means to
"treasure" the word of God, to let it "dwell in you richly" (Colossians 3:6), to "lay up these words
of mine in your heart and in your soul, and you shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they
shall be as frontlets between your eyes" (Deut. 11:18 ESV). What does it mean that "this Book of
Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you
may be careful to do according to all that is written in it" (Joshua 1:8 ESV)? to "eat" God's words
(Jeremiah 15:16)? to "bind them on your heart always" (Proverbs 6:21-22)? that "the law of
God is in his heart" (Psalm 37:31; Psalm 40:8)? What does it mean to "delight" in the law of God
(Psalm 1:2)? In all these scriptures, memorization is a means of taking in the effectual truth of
God's Word in an intimate manner. Just as we memorize the face of a loved one, so we live with
the scriptures so that the image of its truth becomes stamped on our lives. We love God's Word
because we love His Son, our Savior.
On the following pages, you will find these helps.
• How to Use the Memorization Challenge Posters.
• General Resources Aiding Memorization. This page is full of extra resources on the
web and certain books and programs designed to help you memorize scripture.
• 12 Ideas for Using the Psalm 119 Memorization Pages. After memorizing Psalm 119
together, it will be good to proceed on to other important passages of scripture–
some you may already know (e.g., The Lord's Prayer, Psalm 23), some may be new
and a fresh challenge (Ps 88). God bless you as we study God's Word together!
• Audio Memorization. Find some interesting notes about multi-sensory learning and
notes about using the audio clips found on the website at ReadPsalm119.com.
• SR3 Study Method. This is just a brief method of study utilizing intervals of restful,
passive learning between more intense study and memorization activities.
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HOW TO USE THE MEMORIZATION CHALLENGE POSTERS
How to Use these Pages: The first poster is designed to help you remember each line with key
words. The fill-in-the-blank (FITB) side, with word bank to help, is to be rehearsed multiple times
until the entire passage is memorized. The Reverse FITB poster is the same as the first only using
different keywords with no Word Bank to help. It is designed to seal in the memory using a different
pathway. The activities at the end of the Reverse FITB are designed to get you digging into the
structure and meaning of each passage; it is not exhaustive, but merely suggestive for further study.
Bible Study Resource: BibleHub.com is a great online resource to check out the original Hebrew
(using Strong's Exhaustive Concordance), many various translations and paraphrases, commentaries,
and more. I highly recommend studying each passage meaningfully.
But Memorization is so hard! Yes! It is! If you struggle with memory, or if you forget what you
have attempted to memorize, don't be discouraged! Trust that the work you have invested in studying
Psalm 119 will pay many blessings, even if you can't remember all 176 verses word-for-word! God
has told us that if we invest in learning, remembering, and doing His Word, through the work of His
Holy Spirit He will bring its truth to mind at the needed time (John 14:26). That is what matters.
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GENERAL RESOURCES TO AID MEMORIZATION
"11 Steps to Memorizing an Entire Book of the Bible," by Andy Naselli, October 22, 2015, The
Gospel Coalition, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/11-steps-to-memorizing-an-entire-bookof-the-bible/. Andy's excellent article is a follow-up to a previous article: "14 Reasons to
Memorize an Entire Book of the Bible", October 21, 2015.
Approach to Extended Memorization of Scripture, Andrew Davis, Book. 79¢ in Kindle format on
Amazon.com (US). Excellent for pastors!
"Ten Reasons to Memorize Big Chunks of the Bible" by Jon Bloom, May 16, 2014,
https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/ten-reasons-to-memorize-big-chunks-of-the-bible

Ten Peas In a Pod: A Million-Mile Journal of the Arnold Pent Family, by Arnold Pent III (reprint
published by The Vision Forum, Inc.; First Thus edition Oct 25, 2004), 198pp. ISBN10:1929241895, ISBN-13:978-1929241897. This is an old book that was reprinted to
keep it in circulation and I'm glad for it. It is a fascinating, personal biography of a family
who traveled together with the main goal of simply reciting whole books of scripture
together! Rather than preach, they let the Word of God do its job. For your memorizing
pleasure. Available from Amazon.com at the time of this publication.
Scripture Memory Fellowship, at https://scripturememory.com. This organization is serious
about helping individuals, families, and churches memorize the Word of God. A plethora
of resources include: a correspondence memory club (with rewards) for children, adult
and children's books, adult and children's music CD's, journals, graded downloadable
apps (middle school, high school– FREE), graded guides (high school, collegiate,
general adult), Bible studies and 2 FREE Memorization Apps (SMF App and VerseLocker).
Also are founder N.A. Woychuk's books on memorization:
• Keep In Memory: How to Enjoy Bible Memorizing with Profit
• You Need to Memorize Scripture
• Whatever It Takes, a FREE Digital Download (pdf) or $1 for print, simply by
submitting your e-mail address.
SMF offers incentives to keep your children and family working hard, including:
scripture calligraphy, many good, wholesome reading books and biographies, games,
puzzles, coloring books, and more.
SMF encourages people to schedule your goals when working toward
memorization–Put your goal on your calendar and work toward it! This is very helpful for
people who tend to "drop off" easily.
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12 IDEAS FOR USING THE PSALM 119 MEMORIZATION PAGES
The first step in memorizing is to meditate on the passage's meaning.
Understanding will increase the more you continue to reflect on it.
1. Oral Reading (Individual): Print the verse poster and post it in an obvious place that
you will see every day. You can slip it in a frame and set it on your desk. Read it
out loud at least once a day. Some say 50x is a good number, so the more
repetitions you can do at a single recitation the better. Think about the meaning
of the words and how each thought proceeds from the previous one.
2. Oral Reading (Group): Choral Reading: one person reads text, the others read key
words. Switch.
2. Rhythm Reading (Children's Group): Clap and step forward together for each verse
or when reading key words
3. Cover and Read (Children's Group or Individual): Cut out colored paper rectangles
to cover each key word. Only move the paper back if you need to.
4. Color coding for interior sections that complete a thought uses a method called
"chunking" into meaningful chunks. It uses visual cues (color) and provides the
memory with a do-able, brief chunk that is less stressful and more meaningful
than the whole passage all at once. Focus on one "chunk" at a time.
5. Team Recitation: Have one person read or say the "Fill-in-the-Blank" page,
stopping at each blank while the other person (or group) fills in the blank with
recited key word (orally or on their paper or both). Take turns reciting.
7. Sing the Passage: Using any links available to a recorded song with the
passage as lyrics, play the song in the background during the day and sing with
it until it begins to "haunt" the memory. Teach the song to someone, or a group!
8. Recite to a "Spotter": Give a friend the poster of the passage (or the Bible itself) and
ask them to "spot" you since you are trying to memorize a passage. The spotter
can help you if you forget, but the main point is that you are creating an
opportunity for yourself to "perform" the recitation. When we perform, we have
more at stake and the mind works a bit harder than when we memorize alone.
The collateral benefit is that the "spotter" receives a blessing, and may want to
know why you memorize and what the passage means.
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9. Toss the Keyword (Children's Group): Create a circle (sitting or standing) with all the
class or group. Using a large bean bag (avoids rolling balls indoors) or a ball (if
outside and physical activity is a side goal), have the group recite the passage,
tossing the ball or bean bag to the next person for each word. No one person is
responsible for remembering on their own. The point is not to put someone on
the spot, but to learn as a group. Start with the poster displayed clearly so all
can see and just read. Then hide the poster and try remembering each colored
section at a time. Then try all the sections together without looking.
11. Say-Along (Group or Individual): Use the downloadable audio recording or create
your own. Play the recording on a "loop" (automatic repeating cycle). Recite
with the recording.
12. Teach the Passage (Group or Individual): Use the passage in a sermon, or class
study, or written work (blog post, e-mail newsletter, essay, etc.). The teacher is
always the one who learns the most!
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AUDIO MEMORIZATION
When we memorize, we want to use all the senses we can. It is best to combine as many
sensory inputs as possible to flood the brain with a variety of different perspectives.
• Making flashcards is tactile— making physical cards, and playing flip games
with them. Playing beanbag toss games and coloring the Hebrew Alef-Bet
coloring pages (coming) gives the body a way to express itself and release
some physical stress while taking in new information. Tactile learning is the
most fun with others (i.e., in a group or one-on-one setting).
• We use our visual senses to read the text, scout for the missing words in our
fill-in-the-blank sheets, and using color coding to "chunk" each octrain into
smaller portions for visual memory.
• Audial memorization uses the hearing. Playing the audio clips, or having
group or one-on-one oral recitations helps our brain take in sounds and
patterns or repetitions. Creating or listening to songs based on the passages
can also be a pleasant way to remember the concepts, if not the specific
words.
Use a Method
It is most effective to use a procedure when memorizing.
1. Read the octrain, and paraphrased prayer (optional).
2. Download the printed study pages. Challenge your study-mate(s). Make it a game!
3. Spend time meditating on the passage using the "Activities" on the study pages.
4. Listen to the audio recording as you view the fill-in-the-blank page and evaluate
your progress. Don't write in the blanks until you are writing from memory.
5. WALK AWAY from memorizing for a while. You can passively listen to the
passage on the audio clip daily.
6. COME BACK to any of these memorization activities and see how much has been
forgotten (this is normal), and how much you have memorized. Use whatever
method helps most and study again, but keep it light and pleasant.
7. Repeat steps 1-6. When you revisit the octrains in this way, more will have happened
in life and you will find its relevance to be fresh every time. Keep reviewing!
NOTES:
The audio recording is copyrighted to ReadPsalm119.com. You may link to the clip but at this time you may not
download the link with permission, and definitely not without full attribution. You may not alter the audio link or
the audio file in any way. Various voices may be featured speaking the verses. All audio is reading in the NIV.
Other versions may come available.
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SR3 STUDY METHOD
Study-Rest-Review-Repeat (SR3 Method).
Study the passage. Use all memorization helps.
Rest from studying. Passive hearing (audio) or reading (visual) is allowed.
Review the passage again using the memorization helps; be diligent and regular for a
few consecutive days.
Repeat the rest/review cycle often, even as you add new passages to your learning.
For example, after you have sufficiently studied Aleph, move on to Beth, but
during Beth's passive "rest" cycle, review Aleph. Then return to Beth. As you add
more passages, return to various previously learned passages during the rest
cycles of the new learning.
While review and study are almost the same, "study" is reserved for NEW learning,
while "review" is reserved for prayerfully rehearsing previously learned material. When
you "repeat", repeat the R's.
(NOTE: The idea of intense learning interchanged with periods of passive "restful" learning is a known
memorization method increasing long-term storage. The SR3 acronym shorthand, to my knowledge, is my own.)
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